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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1965, F. E. Browder [3], W. A. Kirk [Ill, and D. Gijhde [8] proved 
that every nonexpansive f from a weakly compact convex subset K of a 
uniformly convex Banach space X into K has a fixed point. (One may see 
Goebel and Reich [S J for more references related our subject.) Later, T.C. 
Lim [13] extends that result for the case that f is multivalued an
K. Deimling [5] extends that result for the case that f is a condensing 
inward mapping. Besides, L. P. Belluce and W. A. Kirk Cl] proved the 
following theorems: (1) if f: K -+ K is continuous, inf,., I/X -f(x)11 = 0
and 1-f is convex (that is, Il1x+(l-J)y-f(~x+(l-~)y)(l< 
1 lb-f(x)ll + ( -2) Ilu-f(Y)11 f or all x, y in K and AE [0, l]), then f
has a fixed point; (2) if : K + K is nonexpansive andZ-f is convex, then 
f has a fixed point. H M. Ko [12] generalized t for the case that f is 
compact-convex alued mapping and I-f is semiconvex (that is, 
d[~x+~l-~)y,f(~x+(~-~)y)l~maxC~(x,f(x)),~(y,f(y))l for all x, 
y in K and 1~ [0, 11). 
In this paper, we shall get some fixed point heorems which generalize 
the above theorems. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let E be a topological vector space, Xc E, denote: 
2x = the family ofall nonempty closed subset ofX, 
B(X) = {A E 2x; A is bounded}, 
C(X)= {AE2*;A iscompact), 
CC(X) = {A E 2x; A is compact, convex}. 
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DEFINITION 1. A mapping T: X -+ 2’ is said to be upper semicon- 
tinuous (abbreviated by u.s.c.) at x0 E X if or any open set G containing 
Tx,,, there is a neighborhood U(.u,) ofx,, such that TX c G for all points 
x in U(x,). 
DEFINITION 2. A mapping 4: X -+ R is lower semicontinuous 
(abbrreviated by 1.s.c.) if or all x0 E X, lim inf, _ ~;. C++(X) z &.u,), where R is 
the set of real numbers. 
In the case that E is a Banach space, XC E we define d(x, A) = 
inf{(jx-y(l;J,EA} for all XEX and AcX, ol(M)=inf{d>O; M can be 
covered byfinitely many of sets of diameter <d} for all ME B(X); a is 
known to be a measure of noncompactness. 
DEFINITION 3. A mapping T: X + 2 x is continuous if it is continuous 
from the metric topology ofX to the Hausdorff metric topology of2’ 
induced bythe metric ofX. 
DEFINITION 4. A mapping T: X -+ 2x is called tobe a k-set-contraction 
if T is continuous and bounded, and there is a number k30 such that 
CI(T(M))G~U(M) for all MEB(X), where T(M)=U,,, TX 
DEFINITION 5. A mapping T: X-+2x is nonexpansive on X If 
H( TX, Ty) < d(x, y) for any x, y in X, where H is the Hausdorff metric on
2x induced byd. 
Remark. Every single valued nonexpansive mapping is a l-set- 
contraction, but the multivalued nonexpansive mapping T: X + 2” need 
not to be l-set-contraction unless TXis compact. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The space X in the sequel isassumed to be a Banach space. 
THEOREM 1. Let K be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of X, 
and T: K + 2x be a mapping such that he mapping xI+ d(x, TX) is 1.s.c. (f
inf(d(x, TX); xE Kj = 0 (1) 
dtu, 7’~) < 4(maxCd(x, T-x), 4 y, Ty)] ), (2) 
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where 4: R+ +R f is nondecreasing, co tinuous from the right at 0 with 
$(O) =0 (where R+ is denoted the set of nonnegative real numbers). Then T 
has a fixed point. 
ProojI Take a decreasing sequence {c,} of positive numbers such that 
c,lO and #(c,+,) < c, for all n> 1. By (1) and x H d(x, TX) is I.s.c., we 
have that for n2 1 the set 
A,= {xEK,d(x, Tx)<c,} is a nonempty closed set. 
For n> 1, we let x,EA, and 
K,=co{x,;kBn+ lj 
where co(A) denote the convex hull of A for Ac X. 
We shall first claim that for n<m 
satisfies that
K n.m =Am forall n> 1. (3) 
It is clear that (3) is valid for n= m. Now, we suppose that (3) is valid 
for n= s ,< m; then for xE KS- l,m we have 
x=1x,+(1 -1)y 
for some 0 <R < 1 and y E KS., cA,. Using (2) we have 
4x, TX) d4(maxCd(x,, TX ), 4x PII) 6b(c,) cc,-, . 
Hence K,,,, cA, for all man>1 and then 
K,cA,. 
Thus, KcA,. SincezI>K,,+, and z is weakly compact, wehave 
6 A,,3 /i E#@. 
n=l n=l 
Take .X~E fiF= IA,, then x,, is a fixed point for T. 
Remarks. 1. In the case that Tis upper semicontinuous, D wning and 
Kirk 16) had proved that he mapping xw d(x, TX) is 1.s.c. 
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2. In the case that T is a continuous mapping of K into 2x with 
respect to Hausdorff metric, then 
(d(x. TX) - d(y, Ty)l d d(x, y) + H( Tx, Ty). 
Hence xI-+ d(x, Tx) is continuous, hence it is 1.s.c. 
As a consequence of above remarks, we have 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset qf A’, 
and let T: K -+ 2” be a mapping which is either U.S.C. or continuous such that 
the conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 1hold. Then T has a fixed point. 
Remark. If I- T is semiconvex then T satisfies (2) inTheorem 1, hence 
we have the following. 
COROLLARY 3 (Ko [ 121). Let K be defined as in Theorem 2. If 
T: K + 2 K is upper semicontinuous and inf(d(x, T ); xE K} = 0, and I - T is 
a semiconvex mapping on K, then T has a fixed point in K. 
LEMMA 4. Let K be a nonempty closed, bounded, and convex subset of X 
and T: K -+ 2K be a l-set-contraction, then 
inf{d(x, TX); IE K} = 0. 
Proof Let X,,E K, for 0 < 1, < 1 define T,: K + 2K by T,x = 
(1 - A) .x0 + ATx for all xE K. Then T, is a I-set-contraction wi h 1. < 1, 
hence has fixed point xi, in K. That is, there is yj. E Tx, such that 
x,=(1 -i)x,+ly,. 
SO Il.Y,-yjli <(  -A) \Ix,-ydll and
d(xj.3 T.x;)=inf{lix;,-yl\; y~Tx;}< Il.x;-y;J ~(1 -L) Il~,-y,Il. 
Since {1(x,, - l’j.11; 0 < 2 < 1) is bounded, wehave 
Hence 
inf{ d(x, Tx); xE K} = 0. 
LEMMA 5. Let K be a nonempty closed, bounded, and convex subset oj X 
and let T: K -+ 2K be nonexpansive, then inf(d(x, TX); xE K} = 0. 
Proof It follows from that any I-Lipschitz (with 2 < 1) from K into 2h 
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has a fixed point, and then we can prove our lemma by same argument as
the proof in Lemma 4. 
By Lemmas 4 and 5 and Theorem 1, we have the following. 
THEOREM 6. Let K be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of X, 
and T: K + 2K be either 1-set-contaction or n expansive satisfying (2)in 
Theorem 1, then T has a fi)ed point. 
For the special cases of Theorem 5, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 7 (Ko [ 121). Let K be defined as in Theorem 5. If 
T K + CC(K) is nonexpansive andI-f is semiconvex onK, then T has a 
fixed point in K. 
LEMMA 8 (Downing and Kirk [6], Reich [14]). Let K be a nonempty 
closed convex subset of X and let T: K + C(X) be k-Lipschitz (with k< 1). 
rf~xI~(x)foreachx~K(whereI~(x)={x+cr(y-x); y~K,a>l} and 
ZK(x) is the closure of zK(x)), then T has a fixed point. 
Now, we have 
THEOREM 9. Let K be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of X 
and let T: K + C(X) be nonexpansive satisfying (2)in Theorem 1such that 
TX c ZK (x) for each x E K, then T has a fixed point. 
Proof By Theorem 1, it suffices to show that condition (1) in 
Theorem 1holds. 
Choose a point x0 in K, by Lemma 8 and the mapping T,: K + C(X) 
defined byT,x = (1 - A) x0 + llTxO for all xE K has a fixed point x1. Hence 
there is yi E TX, such that 
x,=(l-n)x,+ly2,vn. 
SO 
IIX% - Ylll G 7 lIx%-xolI 
and 
4x2, TX,) =inf{ IIx,-yll;y~~~~}~II~,-~,ll~ 
Since the set {[lx1 - x,11; 0 <A i 1 } is bounded, weget 
0 < Ei d(x, TX) < ,;1:,f,, d(xl, TX,) ,< inf 1-n llxl-xoll =o.
~EC0.1) A 
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Hence 
inf{ d(x, TX); ?c EK} = 0. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
Bruck [4] defined that: Let y: R+ --, R+ be a strictly increasing, 
continuous, convex function with y(O) =0. A mapping T: K -+ X is said to 
be of type (y) if or all x, 2’ in K and TV [0, 11, 
Obviously every mapping of type (y) is nonexpansive, and every affine 
nonexpansive mapping is of type (y) (a mapping T: X -+ X is aftine if or all 
x, yinXandAE[O,l] wehave T(lx+(l-I)y)=iTx+(l-I)Ty). 
We shall show that amapping of type (y) does atisfy condition (2). 
LEMMA 10. If the mapping T: K H X is of type (y), then (2) holds. 
Proof Take d(s)=s+yP’(2s) forall SER+. Then for x0, xl in Kwith 
11x0- Tx,ll <s, /Ix1 - Tx,ll ds, and for each tE [0, l] and x,= tx, +
( 1 - t) x0, we have 
/Ix,- TxJ = Iltx,(l - t)x,- T(tx, + (1 - t)x,)ll 
< Ilt(x, -Txr)+(l - t)(x,- Tx,)ll 
+ IltTx,+(l-t)Tx,-T(tx,+(l-z)x,)Jl 
<s++-‘(llxl -x011 - IITx, - T.u,Jl) 
<~+yy’(llx, - Tx,II + llxo- Tx,ll) 
<.s+yp’(2s) 
= Q)(s). 
As a consequence of Lemma 10 and Theorem 9we have 
THEOREM 11. Let K be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of a 
Banach space X and let T: K -+X be a mapping of type (y) with T.~E IK(x) 
for all xE K. Then T has a fixed point. 
Remark. The above theorem remains true if the convexity of7 is 
dropped. 
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COROLLARY 12. Let X be a strictly convex Banach space and let K be a 
nonempty weakly compact convex subset of X. If T is an isometry onK into 
X with Tx E Ik(x) for all x in K, then T has a fixed point. 
Proof It suffices to show that Tis afline. L tx0, X, in K and x, = tx, + 
(1 - t) x0 for each tE [0, 11, we have 
IITxo-Tx,II=llxo-x,ll=tllxo-~,ll=~II~~o-~~,II 
and 
IITx, - WI = 11x1 -x,II = (1 -t) llxo-XIII = (1 -t) IITxo- Tx,ll. 
By strict convexity of X, we get 
TX, = tTx, + (1 - t) TxO. 
Several authors (for, e.g., Kirk [ 111) consider the nonexpansive 
mapping of K into X satisfying the condition 
for E>O there is a ME (0, E] such that for all x0, x, in K with 
1(x, - TxJJ <8(s), i= 0, 1, we have [Ix,- Tx,(J 6 E for all x, = 
(l-t)x,+tx,, tE[O,l]. (4) 
We prove that hese mappings satisfy ourcondition (2). 
LEMMA 13. Let K be a rrjnempty closed bounded convex subset of a 
Banach space X and let T: K + X be a nonexpansive mapping satisfying (4). 
Then condition (2) holds. 
Proof: For r E R + let 
A, = {s; for all x0, xi E K with (1 Tx, - x,II < r, i= 0, 1 imply 
IITx,-x,ll Gsfor all te [0, l]}. 
For x0, xi in K and t E [0, l] we have 
IlTx,-x,ll G IITx,- Txoll + IlTxo-xoll + lxo-x,lI 
G 2t 11x0 - XI II + II TX, - xoll 
<2M+ IlTxo-xoll, 
where M is the diameter ofK. 
Hence A, is nonempty for each re R+. Now, define the mapping 4: 
R+ HR+ by 
&r)=inf{s;sEA,} for each rE R+. 
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It is clear that 4is nondecreasing. We shall first how that d(r) EA, for 
r E R’. By the definition of 4, for any q > 0 there is E, E A, with 
E, <d(r) +9. 
Now, for all x0, x1 in K with //TX,-x,/( dr, i=O, 1, imply 
II Tx, - x,1/ GE,, for all TV [0, l] and so /(T.u, -.Y,// <4(r) +q for all 
te [0, 11. Since 9 is arbitrary we have &r)EA,. 
We complete he proof by showing that 4 is continuous from the right 
at 0 with $(O)=O. 
Let [r,,) be a sequence ofpositive numbers with r,I JO. By (4) for 
sufficiently sma lE> 0, there is 6(s) E (0, E] such that for all x0, .x, in K 
with I/TX,-x,1\ <8(s), i=O, 1, imply IITx,-x,/l GE for all TV [0, 11. Since 
r,, JO, there is m 3 1 such that rn < 6(s) for all n>, m and so QI(r,) < Efor all 
n >, M. This prove that q%(r,) 10 and 4(O) =0. 
As a consequence of Lemma 13 and Theorem 9. we stablish the 
following theorem which generalizes a Kirk’s result insome respects. 
THEOREM 14. Let K he a nonempty weakly compact convex subset qj 
Banach space X and let T: K H X be a nonexpansive mapping satisiving (4 1 
with Tx E T, (.u) for all x in K. Then T has a -fixed point. 
In the case that X is a uniformly convex Banach space, very ni,nehpan- 
sive mapping of K into X would satisfy condition (4)(one may s’: its proof 
in [ 2, Lemma 1.11); hence we have the following. 
COROLLARY 15. Let K be a nonempty closed, bounded (weakly compact), 
convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space X. If T: KH X is a non- 
expansive mapping with T.u ET,(x) for all x in K, then T has u fixed point. 
Remarks. 1. If K is a closed, bounded, convex subset of a Banach 
space X and 9 = {f, f is a nonexpansive mapping from K into X}. Bruck 
[4] shows that if X is uniformly convex then every f~ 9 is of type (7) 
(Khamsi [9] shows the converse isalso true); hence Corollary 15 is also 
a consequence of Theorem 11. 
2. In fact, Corollary 15 had been shown by Reich [15, 163 for the 
more general case that X is a reflexive Banach space with a normal 
structure. 
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